Abstract Current models and theories of semantic knowledge primarily capture taxonomic relationships (DOG and WOLF) and largely do not address the role of thematic relationships in semantic knowledge (DOG and LEASH). Recent evidence suggests that processing or representation of thematic relationships may be distinct from taxonomic relationships. If taxonomic and thematic relations are distinct, then there should be a cost associated with switching between them even when the task remains constant. This hypothesis was tested using two different semantic-relatedness judgment tasks: Experiment 1 used a triads task and Experiment 2 used an oddball task. In both experiments, participants were faster to respond when the same relationship appeared on consecutive trials than when the relationship types were different, even though the task remained the same and the specific relations were different on each trial. These results are consistent with the theory that taxonomic and thematic relations rely on distinct processes or representations.
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Keywords Semantic memory . Taxonomic . Thematic Semantic knowledge is a crucial aspect of human cognition. It allows us to understand language, interact with objects, remember the past, and imagine future events (Buxbaum & Saffran, 2002; Irish, Addis, Hodges, & Piguet, 2012; McRae & Jones, 2013) . The representation, organization, cognitive algorithms, and neural implementation associated with this knowledge therefore plays an important role in various cognitive processes. Dating back at least to the 19th century, philosophers noted that there were different kinds of relationships within semantic knowledge. One particularly important distinction is between relationships based on similarity and relationships based on contiguity (Bain, 1864) . In contemporary cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience, concepts are considered similar if they share features (e.g., DOG and WOLF; fur, tail, four legs) and this relationship tends to place concepts into taxonomic structures based on category membership (e.g., animals). On the other hand, contiguity is based on co-occurrence in time and place (e.g., DOG and LEASH; walking a dog), which are typically called Bthematic^rela-tions. Although research has progressed quickly in regard to the representation and processing of concepts that share similar features, the field has not done as good a job of accounting for the integration and processing of relations based on contiguity and/or thematic semantics.
The taxonomic-thematic distinction is important because these relationships are dissociable and intrinsic to long-term semantic knowledge. Other kinds of semantic relations can be formed on-line in response to task instructions (e.g., ad hoc categories such as Bthings to save from a burning house^or single-feature categories like Bthings that are orange^), but these are not part of long-term semantic knowledge and typically engage additional processes such as cognitive control (Lupyan, 2009; Lupyan & Mirman, 2013) . Finally, associative relationships (e.g., those formed in free word association tasks) are defined by the free association task rather than a type of semantic relation and are made up of various types of relationships (e.g., feature based, event based, compound words). For further review of the distinction between taxonomic and thematic semantics from other categories see Mirman, Landrigan, and Britt (2017) . Jackson, Hoffman, Pobric, and Lambon Ralph (2015) found that taxonomic and thematic processing activated overlapping brain regions 1 and proposed that a single hub-and-spoke model could account for both kinds of relations by treating thematic relations as a kind of feature. Using their example, the thematic relation between croissants and coffee could be captured by allowing the concept CROISSANT to have a <coffee> feature (or perhaps <eaten with coffee>). However, on this approach, the <coffee> feature would be completely independent of the COFFEE concept because the hub-and-spoke model makes a strong distinction between concepts, which are representations based on convergent features in the hub, and features, which are represented in the spokes. Therefore, the <coffee> feature that is part of the CROISSANT concept would not be the same as the COFFEE concept, which would have its own set of features. Further, if thematic relations are features, then the CROISSANT<coffee> relationship has nothing in common with other thematic relations, such as BOAT-<river>, DOG-<leash>. As described below, the present experiments were designed to test this hypothesis-that thematic relations have something in common that is substantively distinct from taxonomic relations.
One possible explanation for the observed differences between taxonomic and thematic relations is that thematic relationships are also based on features, but either the features are different from those that typically form taxonomic relationships, or the features are integrated differently and therefore require a separate processing mechanism (Mirman et al., 2017) . This is related to the account proposed by Jackson et al. (2015) but differs in that thematic relations are not themselves features but, like taxonomic relations, are based on convergent, distributed representations over multiple features. The present experiments sought to test this hypothesis by adapting a method that has been previously used to study the role of modality-specific perceptual features in semantic processing (e.g., McNorgan et al., 2011; Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Barsalou, 2003) . In those studies, participants performed a feature verification task (e.g., BBLENDER can be LOUD^). The key finding was that reaction times were about 20 ms to 40 ms slower when subsequent trials queried a feature from a different modality (e.g., BCRANBERRIES can be TART^) than the same modality (e.g., BLEAVES can be RUSTLING^). This switch cost was interpreted to mean that distinct, modality-specific feature representations were engaged during this task even though the task made no explicit reference to mental imagery or feature modality.
The present experiments used a similar approach but with tasks that tapped multimodal taxonomic or thematic relations.
Following Pecher et al. (2003) , participants performed a single semantic-relatedness judgment task throughout each experiment with no explicit instructions about the nature of the taxonomic or thematic relationships. The tasks ensured that the participants would engage their semantic system(s) and that they would identify particular semantic relations without explicit instruction to focus on taxonomic or thematic relatedness. This prevented any potential switch costs from being attributed to higher level explicit task maintenance, updating, or conflict processes. The critical relation on each trial was either taxonomic or thematic, and adjacent trials could have the same kind of relation (e.g., taxonomic to taxonomic or thematic to thematic) or different relations (e.g., taxonomic to thematic or thematic to taxonomic). The taxonomic and thematic relationships used in the present experiments were not reducible to single modalities or feature types. For example, some taxonomic relationships were purely feature based (e.g., SPAGHETTI and WORMS) whereas others were category based (e.g., BOAT and TRAIN). Similarly, the thematic relationships varied as well (e.g., SAW and TREE, MOON and ASTRONAUT). Thus, if a switch cost is observed between taxonomic and thematic trials, it would have to be above and beyond any cost associated with switching between the feature types within a single relationship type, suggesting a commonality among the taxonomic relationships that is distinct from thematic relationships. In sum, if taxonomic and thematic relationships rely on different features or if those features are integrated in different ways, then it should be possible to observe similar switch costs when the subsequent trials differ compared with when they are the same.
Experiment 1: Triads Materials and methods
Participants Thirty-two participants were recruited from Drexel University Psychology courses (24 females). The mean age of the participants was 19.9 years (SD = 1.8). All participants were native English speakers or multilingual speakers who had learned English by the age of 5 years. All participants provided informed consent in accordance with procedures approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review Board. Participants received course credit for their participation. No participants were excluded from participation or analysis.
Materials Candidate word pairs were drawn from a prior norming study (Landrigan & Mirman, 2016) . In short, each pair (a reference word and its potential taxonomic and thematic targets) were normed on average by 20 participants in separate surveys using Amazon Mechanical Turk for both their taxonomic relatedness (sharing similar features and/or belonging to the same category; participants rated the word pairs on a scale of 1 = not similar at all to 7 = very similar) and their thematic relatedness (co-occurrence in common events; participants rated the word pairs on a scale of 1 = not related at all to 7 = very related). Pairs and/or triads were then considered for inclusion if they showed a clear dichotomy between their taxonomic and thematic relationships. More specifically, the reference and its two targets had to exhibit unique relationships such that the reference and its taxonomic pair word had high taxonomic similarity and low thematic relatedness, whereas the reference and its thematic pair word had high thematic relatedness and low taxonomic similarity.
2 For the full stimulus list, see Appendix Table 5 ; for a full description of the norming procedure, see Landrigan and Mirman (2016) . Taxonomically and thematically related words were shuffled to become the unrelated items for other triads and normed using the same method as the taxonomic and thematic pairs to control for unforeseen relationships. This shuffling was done to control for other properties of the words that may affect the task; thus, all taxonomic items appeared as both a taxonomically related item for its target word and as the unrelated item for a different target, and the same was done for thematic items. All conditions were also matched on word length in letters and phonemes (obtained from the Speech & Hearing Lab Neighborhood Database at Washington University in St. Louis), word frequency (Brysbaert & New, 2009) , orthographic neighborhood sizes (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal, & Shook, 2012) , and imageability obtained from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988) ; see Table 1 .
Four experimental trial lists were created consisting of two blocks each. Lists were counterbalanced so that each reference item appeared in both taxonomic and thematic trials and in Bsame^(taxonomic-to-taxonomic or thematicto-thematic) and Bswitch^trials (taxonomic-to-thematic defined as a thematic switch trial or thematic-to-taxonomic defined as a taxonomic switch trial). Each target word appeared once in a block. Within a single list, each reference word was presented in a taxonomic trial in one block and in a thematic trial in the other block; the same/switch counterbalancing was done across lists (and, thus, across participants). In sum, each list contained 96 trials in a 2 (trial type: taxonomic vs. thematic) × 2 (task type: same vs. switch) design, with 24 trials in each cell of the design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four total lists, resulting in eight participants completing each list.
Procedure The experiment was run using PsychoPy software. Instructions were to select the word that was most related to the word at the top of the screen (i.e., the reference word) by pressing Z for the word on the bottom left and M for the word on the bottom right. The response options were randomly assigned to sides on each trial. Reaction time recordings began at the presentation of the words until the participant's response. Each trial was followed by an intertrial interval (ITI) of 500 ms before the start of the next trial. After completing five practice trials with feedback, participants were told the experiment would begin and no more feedback would be given. The first five trials after the practice portion were filler trials (not analyzed) to allow for further practice and optimal performance on all analyzed trials. A break was provided midway through the experimental list of trials (between the two blocks). The first trial after the midway break was excluded as it was neither a same nor a switch trial. The trial sequence is illustrated and described in Fig. 1 .
Results
Data were analyzed using multilevel regression implemented in R (Version 3.1.2; R Core Team, 2014). Reaction times of incorrect trials and trials where the reaction time was less than 250 ms were excluded. The subsequent trial was also excluded because, if the participant responded incorrectly or before processing the stimuli, then it was assumed they did not understand the probed relationship and therefore the subsequent trial would be neither a same nor a switch trial. Exclusion criteria resulted in a total of 218 out of the original 3,072 experimental trials (7%) being dropped from further analysis. Trials with the target item WAGON were excluded due to poor overall accuracy (69%) across participants (N = 44 trials). All participants had reasonably high overall accuracy (M = 96%, range: 87%-100%), so none were excluded from analysis. Error counts by condition are shown in Table 2 . After exclusions, the total number of remaining observations was 2,810. Using the lme4 package (Version 1.1-7), a linear mixedeffects model was employed to analyze the raw reaction time data (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) . The model included fixed effects of trial type (taxonomic or thematic) and task type (same or switch), along with random effects of trial type by reference word and trial type and task type by participant (see Table 2 note for model syntax). All p values were estimated using the normal distribution. Table 2 shows modelestimated condition means and standard errors.
Participants were faster to respond to thematic trials (M = 1,771 ms, SE = 74 ms) than taxonomic trials (M = 2,088 ms, SE = 123 ms), Estimate = 158.55, SE = 51.29, p < 0.01. Critically, participants were slower in switch trials (M = 1,965 ms, SE = 93 ms) than in same trials (M = 1,891 ms, SE = 85 ms), Estimate = −37.19, SE = 17.48, p = 0.03. The interaction between trial type and task type was not statistically significant, Estimate = −6.96, SE = 16.81, p = 0.68.
Discussion
These results show a clear switch cost: responses were about 74 ms faster when the kind of relatedness (taxonomic or thematic) was the same as the preceding trial, than when it was the other kind of relatedness. This pattern is consistent with the proposal outlined in the Introduction: taxonomic and thematic relationships may be represented or processed in different ways leading to the observed switch cost. Critically, this switch cost was observed in the absence of any explicit instructions about taxonomic and thematic relationships and across different kinds of taxonomic or thematic relationships.
Experiment 2: Oddball
To strengthen the evidence from Experiment 1, the switch cost hypothesis was further examined using a more complex semantic judgment task. Prior research suggests that similarity and dissimilarity judgments are not simply the inverse of each other (Golonka & Estes, 2009; Simmons & Estes, 2008) . To test dissimilarity, studies have used an odd-one-out or oddball task in which participants need to process both relatedness and difference in order to identify the oddball, either based on general semantic relatedness or based on specific features (Davidoff & Roberson, 2004; Lupyan, 2009) . Therefore, following this vein, we tested whether the observed switch cost from Experiment 1 would also emerge when participants made semantic difference or oddball judgments. In addition, the oddball task provided an opportunity to test the switch cost when the two relation types are (hypothetically) in competition with one another. That is, when the critical relation type from one trial needs to be suppressed on the subsequent trial, and when a previously suppressed relation type becomes the critical relation on the next trial. Experiment 2 used a similar same/switch design as Experiment 1; however, participants had to identify which one of four items was least related to the others. Each trial contained a triplet of items that shared one kind of relationship and an Boddball^item that was related to one of the other items in the opposing relationship. Thus, in order to correctly identify the dominant triplet, participants needed to suppress the opposing relationship. Therefore, when switching between taxonomic and thematic dominance, participants would have to reactivate the previously suppressed relationship in order to correctly identify the new dominant relationship and subsequently identify the oddball. Although this differs from prior oddball experiments (e.g., Lupyan, 2009 ), using four items allowed us to present participants with both relationships on each trial so that they could compete with one another. This would therefore force participants to engage their semantic systems at an even deeper level than in the triads task as participants need to consider all possible relationships on each trial and suppress and reactivate relationships in order to identify the correct oddballs.
Materials and methods
Participants Thirty-two participants were recruited from Drexel University Psychology courses (22 females). Recruitment for the two experiments was independent, but two of the overall total of 62 participants completed both experiments. Both of them completed Experiment 2 at least 6 months after completing Experiment 1. The mean age of the participants was 20.8 years (SD = 1.9). All participants were native English speakers or multilingual speakers who had learned English by the age of 6 years. All participants provided informed consent in accordance with procedures approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review Board. Participants received course credit for their participation.
Materials Each trial in this experiment consisted of the simultaneous presentation of four words. Three words were related Fig. 1 Example timeline of trials. Each box represents a single trial with a 500-ms ITI between trials. The first (EASTER-THANKSGIVING) and second (BOAT-TRAIN) trials are taxonomic trials and thus the second trial is considered a taxonomic same trial. The third trial (GLASSES-EYES) is a thematic trial and therefore this is considered a thematic switch trial. The fourth trial (COSTUME-HALLOWEEN) in the sequence is also a thematic trial and is therefore a thematic same trial. The final trial (COFFEE-WINE) is once again a taxonomic trial and thus is a taxonomic switch trial either taxonomically or thematically, and the fourth word was related to a reference word in the opposite relationship. Word quartets were constructed by taking the triads from Experiment 1 and adding an extra thematic or taxonomic item. Each quartet was then divided into the four possible threeword subsets, and these triplets were normed using Qualtrics and Mechanical Turk. Participants were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 7 how well the triplets grouped together based on co-occurrence in time or place or based on similarity (for an example, see Table 3 ). Trial quartets were only included in Experiment 2 if the correct triplet had a mean normed rating of at least 0.5 points higher than the other possible triplets for that quartet. That is, any triplet involving the Boddball^had to be at least 0.5 points less well-formed than the correct triplet that omitted the oddball. This relatively low threshold was used in order to maximize the number of possible trials: Excluding error trials was selected over trying to guess which items were likely to elicit many errors. The oddball words and nonoddball words were also matched on word length in letters and phonemes (obtained from the Speech & Hearing Lab Neighborhood Database at Washington University in St. Louis), word frequency (Brysbaert & New, 2009) , and orthographic neighborhood sizes (Marian et al., 2012) . The norming criteria resulted in a final list of 64 quartets (i.e., 32 taxonomic quartets and 32 thematic quartets; see Appendix Table 6 for the full set of stimuli).
Experimental trial lists were created in the same manner as Experiment 1. Note that both kinds of relations were present on each trial: as illustrated in Fig. 2 , each trial contained a dominant relation that bound three items (in the example, the thematic relation that binds EASTER, RABBIT, and EGG) and a subordinate relation that bound the oddball with one of the items (in the example, the taxonomic relation between EASTER and THANKSGIVING). In sum, there were 32 trials per block, totaling 64 critical trials per participant in a 2 (trial type: taxonomic vs. thematic) × 2 (task type: same vs. switch) design, with 16 trials in each cell. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four lists, resulting in eight participants completing each list.
Procedure The experiment was run using PsychoPy software. Participants were instructed to select the word that does not fit with the others by clicking on the word with the mouse. The words (including the oddball) were randomly assigned to one of four positions/quadrants on each trial. After each trial, the participant was presented with a cross in the middle of the screen, which they needed to click on in order to initiate the next trial (following an ITI of 500 ms). This was done so the mouse would be in the center of the screen at the start of each oddball trial. A mouse response was used in place of a key response due to the increased number of response options participants (i.e., two response options in Experiment 1, but four response options in Experiment 2). Thus, in order to eliminate errors from simply hitting the wrong key, the mouse response was used. Figure 3 shows an example trial sequence. Practice trials and breaks were carried out in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Results
Accuracy in Experiment 2 was much lower (M = 75%) than in Experiment 1, most likely due to the more open-ended nature of the task. Each trial contained a dominant relation that bound three items but also a subordinate relation that bound two of the items. Binding a third item into the subordinate relation was all that was required for a participant to make an incorrect response, and given that a lower inclusion threshold was used in order to maximize the number of trials, some of the trials may have fallen victim to alternative interpretations.
Trial exclusion criteria for Experiment 2 were the same as Experiment 1. In total, 845 trials were excluded from analysis out of the original 2,048 experimental trials (41%). In order to ensure a minimum level of data in each condition, three participants (38 total trials) were excluded from analyses because they did not have at least three analyzable trials in each of the four conditions. The final analyzed data set consisted of 1,165 observations from 29 participants (M = 40 trials per participant, range: 14-58). Data were analyzed using the same model specifications as Experiment 1 (see Table 2 ).
Overall, participants were faster to respond to taxonomic trials (M = 5,421 ms; SE = 430 ms) than thematic trials (M = 6,526 ms; SE = 475 ms), Estimate = −554.93, SE = 221.09, p = .01. As in Experiment 1, participants were slower in switch trials (M = 6,227 ms; SE = 471 ms) than in same trials (M = 5,688 ms; SE = 358 ms), Estimate = −274.51, SE = Table 4 ). Table 4 also shows that the errors followed the same pattern as the reaction times: more errors on switch trials than same trials. However, a logistic regression analysis with the same parameters as the reaction time model found no main effect of task type (Estimate = 0.12, SE = 0.08, p = .10), trial type (Estimate = 0.24, SE = 0.18, p = .19), nor their interaction (Estimate = −0.02, SE = 0.07, p = .82).
Discussion
These results converge with the results of Experiment 1: When making an oddball judgment that one item does not fit with the dominant relation (taxonomic or thematic), if the preceding trial relied on the same kind of relation, then responses were about 549 ms faster than if that preceding trial relied on a different kind of relatedness. This switch cost is again consistent with the proposal that taxonomic and thematic relationships may be processed differently, such that when participants made judgments of the same type on consecutive trials while suppressing the other, their response times were quicker than when they switched between relationships.
General discussion
The present study set out to test whether taxonomic and thematic relations rely on distinct representations or processing mechanisms. In both experiments, the task instructions were constant for all trials: triads relatedness judgment in Experiment 1, oddball judgment in Experiment 2. However, the materials for each trial were designed to make the participant engage in either taxonomic or thematic processing. The critical finding was that, across both experiments, participants were slower to respond to trials when the dominant relationship in consecutive trials switched (i.e., taxonomic to thematic, or thematic to taxonomic) compared with trials where the dominant relation type remained the same (see Fig. 4 ). These results suggest that taxonomic and thematic semantic processing are supported by different representations or processing mechanisms. Within relation type, the individual pairs shared different features and relationship types, so this pattern is not reducible to a modality-specific effect. Any modality-specific effects (such as those demonstrated by Pecher et al., 2003; see also McNorgan et al., 2011) would cause virtually all trials to be Bswitch^trials, thus washing out the broader taxonomicthematic switch cost. In other words, the variability in the relationship subtypes among thematic relations (e.g., agentpatient, location) and taxonomic relations (e.g., feature based, category based), prevents the observed switch cost effect from being attributed to those lower levels of relation types. At those lower levels, all of the trials would have been switch trials, so there would not have been any additional effect of switching between taxonomic and thematic trials. Similarly, framing thematic relations as one kind of feature in a hub-andspoke system (e.g., Jackson et al., 2015) would not account for the present switch costs because those thematic features (CROISSANT-<coffee>, BOAT-<river>, DOG-<leash>, etc.) would all be distinct, and the cost of switching among them would be just as strong as the cost of switching to a taxonomic relation. Rather, these results indicate that thematic relations, as a group, share some commonality that is distinct from the analogous commonality shared by taxonomic relations. This could be accomplished by gathering all of thematic features into a single spoke and by connecting them to the other spokes so that, for example, the <coffee> feature could be connected to all of the features of the COFFEE concept. But doing so would create a thematic hub-a distinct representational basis for thematic semantics.
There was also a main effect of trial type (i.e., taxonomic vs. thematic) in both experiments. The direction of this effect differed between experiments, most likely due to differences in the task demands. In the oddball experiment, the taxonomic trials may have been easier than thematic trials because the increased number of exemplars made it simpler to identify a common set of features between items or a common category to which the items belonged to (i.e., increased exemplars of a category or sharing features narrowed the search space). In contrast, themes are more flexible in nature, so all items and possible relationships would need to be considered on thematic trials in order to identify the true dominant relationship. A related effect has been observed in developmental studies in which increased numbers of taxonomic exemplars made learning and extending a superordinate label easier for children (Liu, Golinkoff, & Sak, 2001 ). In the triads task because there was a defined reference item and participants were only choosing between two response possibilities, a thematic relation may have been easier to detect than a taxonomic relation (a recent free sorting study found that adults exhibited more thematic sorting than taxonomic sorting; Lawson, Chang, & Wills, 2017) . These effects are orthogonal to the observed switch costs that were the main finding of these experiments. The switch cost effects are explicitly consistent with distinct taxonomic and thematic processing mechanisms, and the differential response to task demands only further suggests that these relationships are processed independently of each other.
We argue that distinct taxonomic and thematic representations or processing mechanisms are required to account for the present switch costs. If approached from the opposite view, it is not clear how a single processing mechanism would account for the present results. For example, a standard spreading activation model (e.g. Collins & Loftus, 1975; McNamara, 1992) does not distinguish between taxonomic and thematic relationships. In such a model, on a given trial, activation would spread to both taxonomically and thematically related concepts. The next trial would involve new, unrelated concepts, and activation would again spread to both taxonomically and thematically related concepts. How long it takes to make a relatedness judgment would depend on strength of connections, but not the type of connection. A basic spreading activation model would need to be extended so that taxonomic and thematic connections differ in some way and use of one connection type facilitates subsequent use of the same type of connections or inhibits use of connections of the other type. This kind of Btagged connections^approach would predict a switch cost, but such a model would be simply one version of distinct taxonomic and thematic semantic systems-in this case, distinct systems of connections. In a hub-and-spoke model, as described above, the thematic features would need to be gathered into a single spoke and connected to the other spokes, which would create a thematic hub that is distinct from the taxonomic hub, in order to account for the switch cost.
Another alternative perspective is to consider relations as dynamic emergent properties of concepts and context. Indeed, context can influence which concept features and relations are activated and how strongly they are activated (e.g., Kalénine et al., 2012; Lee, Middleton, Mirman, Kalénine, & Buxbaum, 2013; Yee & Thompson-Schill, 2016 ). Although the overall task was constant within each of the present experiments, one could construe each trial context as dynamically emphasizing either taxonomic or thematic relations. However, the actual items and specific relations were different from trial to trial, so this context-specific emphasis would have to operate at the broad level of taxonomic versus thematic relations, independent of the specific items and detailed relations. That is to say, it would also be a way of instantiating the distinct taxonomic and thematic systems.
It is important to acknowledge that semantic cognition does not operate independently of other cognitive systems. In particular, semantic cognition is strongly dependent on cognitive control processes (sometimes called semantic control) that allow manipulation and selection of semantic knowledge to suit task demands ; see also Jefferies, 2013) We are not aware of any evidence that either taxonomic or thematic semantic processing requires more semantic control. In fact, the welldocumented neuropsychological double dissociation of taxonomic and thematic semantics argues against differences in the degree of semantic control required for taxonomic and thematic processing (for a review, see Mirman et al., 2017) . The reversal of the main effect of task type across our two experiments also argues against any differences in the amount of semantic control required. If differences existed, then the reversal should not have appeared because the relationship requiring more semantic control would have elicited longer reaction times in both experiments. However, it is possible that taxonomic and thematic semantics require different semantic control. A switch cost could then arise as a result of switching between taxonomic control and thematic control processes operating over a single store of semantic knowledge. This interpretation shifts the dissociation from distinct taxonomic and thematic representations to distinct control mechanisms responsible for taxonomic and thematic processing. Further research is necessary to establish whether the dissociation of taxonomic and thematic semantics is in the representation of semantic knowledge or in the processing mechanisms that operate on that knowledge (for a review of the distinction between semantic knowledge and semantic access, see Mirman & Britt, 2014) .
These accounts are not the only possibilities, but they offer demonstrations of why the switch costs reported here require distinct taxonomic and thematic semantic representations or processing mechanisms. The present results do not require that taxonomic and thematic processes are modular -they could be distinct but highly interactive. These results also do not speak to specific neural implementations since the experiments were purely behavioral. From a levels-of-analysis perspective, these results suggest a computational or functional distinction between taxonomic and thematic processing but do not speak to the algorithms or implementations that support this distinction. The degree of separation and interaction between taxonomic and thematic semantic systems, their neural basis, and whether the switch costs observed here are due to facilitation or inhibition are important topics for future research. 
